Dennis Tenen, Assistant Professor at Columbia University, is a digital humanities scholar, literary critic, and author of *Plain Text: The Poetics of Computation* (Stanford UP). In addition to his vast research on the histories of reading and media, computational narratology, philosophy and poetics of computing, and literary theory, he is also the founder of Columbia’s [Group for Experimental Methods in the Humanities](http://xpmethod.plaintext.in/) [1], in which literary scholars from a broad range of specializations and departments at the university gather to work on digital methods.

All are welcome to attend his talk, "Towards a Computational Archaeology of Fictional Space." Refreshments will be served.

This talk is sponsored by the Yale Digital Humanities Lab and Theory and Media Studies Colloquium.

**External link:** [http://web.library.yale.edu/dhlab/dennistenen](http://web.library.yale.edu/dhlab/dennistenen) [2]
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